THE LIGHTS ON YOUR EMBRACE CAN TELL YOU A LOT. 
Take a look at this short guide to learn more about the Embrace lights.

RED SPINNING CIRCLE - Unusual Event Detected
Your Embrace watch has detected an unusual event, this is an Embrace Alert.

RED CROSS - EmbraceDisconnected
Your Embrace is disconnected from the Alert Beta App. Usually your phone is not in range, when you go back to your phone it will reconnect automatically. Should it not happen, simply check: http://bit.ly/embrace-beta-faq for a solution.

WHITE SMILE - Embrace Connected
Your Embrace has been successfully reconnected to the Alert Beta App. The lights will only show up for a few seconds and indicate a smile.

ORANGE TRIANGLE - Connection Problem
There is something wrong, check your Alert Beta App Status Page. For more information simply check: http://bit.ly/embrace-beta-faq
WHITE AND BLUE DOTS - Time
Indicates the time. To see the time on your Embrace watch simply tap once on the watch surface. You will see two lights showing up. The WHITE blinking LIGHT indicates the minutes, the BLUE LIGHT indicates the hour.

ORANGE CIRCLE PROGRESS - Embrace Charging
Your Embrace is charging. The light starts at 3:00 and gradually fills the whole light circle depending on the battery charging level.

GREEN CIRCLE - Embrace Fully Charged
Your Embrace is fully charged. You can remove it from the charger and wear it again.

ORANGE DOT BLINKING - Low Battery
Your Embrace reminds you that the battery level is low: it's time to charge it.

WHITE CIRCLE - Embrace Restarted
Your Embrace has been rebooted, everything is OK.

for more detailed information please go to: myembracempatica.com/get-started-embrace